
Discover invisible induction
with Induc-Stone 

Our French partner ADVENTYS have
developed Induc-Stone, a technology that
allows chafing dishes to be kept warm with
induction units placed under stone
benches with single degree temperature
precision. 

Induc-Stone can be installed under granite, 
concrete, marble or quartz, and thanks to 
its silicone spacer, the stone surface 
temperature never exceeds 550C. No need 
for any cut-outs! The controls are simple to 
use and can be locked to avoid customers 
accidently changing or bumping 
the controls.

Adventys is a French manufacturer 
specialising in Induction Technology. They 
control the whole production process from 
component to finished product.
We have installed more than a hundred 
Induc’Stone systems in Australia and have 
several references from very satisfied 
customers.



Hot air outlet

Induc-Stone is compatible with a
wide range of surfaces

 Key Features

 Technical Specifications

Between 4 and 20 mm

650W - 240V - 1phase - 3A

Stone, quartz, ceramic, concrete....

Depth: 340mm, Length: 340mm, Height: 169mm

On/Off, manual setting (+/-) with 2 digits display and timer
control. Levels: from 1 to 20.

Latest patented technology.
ALWAYS have hot food even if the dish is not absolutely in
the centre of the hob.
Adventys spacers are made from flexible silicon and can
be cut to the size of the chafing dish or used long for a
rectangular GN size chafing dish.
Inexpensive and flexible.
Cheap installation as Adventys specification is 20mm
stone maximum.
No minimum spacing between units, so more can be
installed in a given space.
More flexibility for the customer regarding the chafing
dishes. You can buy ours or use what you already have.
Multi-purpose use of bench due to silicone spacer being
removable.
Heat from induction unit is centralised to chaffing dish
and area directly under.
Adventys products are 100% made in France and have
strict quality control/testing procedures in place

Functions:

Dimensions:

Power supply:

Cooking surface:

Thickness of bench:

As with all PHOENIKS products, Induc-Stone is covered by a
2-year warranty.

*Composite material: please check before each project with
your stone manufacturer that the composite is NON FERRITIC

Marble

Belenco*

Wood

Dekton*

Granite

Corian*

Caesar stone*

Pipe diameter: 100mm

Fresh air inlet

Bench


